Summer is the deadliest season for young drivers. Starting a conversation about traffic safety with just one friend or family member during Global Youth Traffic Safety Month could save a life and change those statistics. Learn more for #TrafficSafeYouth: www.noys.org

Car crashes are the #1 killer of teens. Don't be a statistic, be a #TrafficSafeYouth. Learn more from @NOYSnews: www.noys.org

Summer is the deadliness season for young drivers. During Global Youth Traffic Safety Month, let's talk about #TrafficSafeYouth!

Prom, graduation, summer break. It's an exciting time! Be a #TrafficSafeYouth: Arrive alive & enjoy every moment. Play it safe on the roads.

11% of all drivers 15 to 19 yrs old involved in fatal crashes were distracted at the time of the crash. Together we can lower this stat! #TrafficSafeYouth

Arrive alive to make summer memories that will last a lifetime. Learn more about #TrafficSafeYouth: www.noys.org

Did u know? In 2013 almost 29% of teen drivers involved in a fatal crash were speeding. Slow down & stay #TrafficSafeYouth

It's a fun – & potentially dangerous – time of year for teens on the road. Buckle up. Slow down. Don't text & drive. #TrafficSafeYouth

Did u know? In summer 41% of teens drive more often for long periods of time, raising crash risk. Use caution & stay #TrafficSafeYouth.

Party this weekend? Arrive alive. Speak up for yourself. Don't drive distracted or after drinking. Buckle up. Stay #TrafficSafeYouth.

Did u know? In summer 50% of teens drive in the dark more often, raising crash risk. Use caution & stay #TrafficSafeYouth.

According to NHTSA, teenage drivers & passengers are among those least likely to wear their seat belts. Buckle up. Every ride. #TrafficSafeYouth

1 in 4 teens recently said they don't wear their seat belts. Help make a change. #TrafficSafeYouth

Did u know? In summer 52% of teen drivers have teen passengers more often, raising crash risk. Lower your #, stay #TrafficSafeYouth.

1 in 5 high schoolers & 1 in 8 middle schoolers cross the street distracted - & it's super risky. RT & commit to being a #TrafficSafeYouth.

51% of all pedestrian fatalities happen to people ages 15-19. Stay #TrafficSafeYouth: Heads up. Ditch the distractions.

Do your friends think you're a taxi? Extra passengers put everyone in the car at risk. Limit your # & stay safe. #TrafficSafeYouth

Have a convo w/ your friends & your parents about the risks of drinking & driving. Visit www.checkyourreality.org for help. #TrafficSafeYouth

Drinking & driving not only affects you, but also someone’s family member or friend u just hit. Worth it? #TrafficSafeYouth

1 in 4 teens admit to driving under the influence of marijuana, alcohol or R/X, risking their lives & others. Worth it? #TrafficSafeYouth

Car crashes are the leading cause of teen death, & about 25% involve an underage drinking driver. Don't be a statistic. #TrafficSafeYouth

Teens have some of the highest injury rates in pedestrian & bicycle crashes. Beat the odds: Heads up, stay focused. #TrafficSafeYouth

Distracted pedestrians + distracted drivers =dangerous combo. Pay attention to the road, whether walking or driving. #TrafficSafeYouth

In large truck crashes where one or more deaths result from the crash, 88% of the time it is attributable to driver error by either the car or truck driver. #TrafficSafeYouth

Have a lifesaving conversation. Agree on car rules & passenger safety with your teen - or your friend. #TrafficSafeYouth